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Spotlight Holdings, Inc. is a publically traded holding
company. Trading under the symbol: OTC.PK: SLCH.
The company’s objectives are simple. We intend to
utilize the capital markets to pursue new acquisition and
merger candidates. Through our ability to utilize the
corporate capital structure we are uniquely positioned to
accomplish these objects short-order.

Funding Summary

DISCLAIMER

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Offers
are made only by prospectus or other offering materials. To obtain further
information, you must complete our investor questionnaire and meet the suitability
standards required by law.

Executive Summary - Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc., is an investment
holding company which is publically traded, engaged in the business of movie production,
distribution and marketing. We also promote, book and produce concerts of various sizes. We
have incredible relationships and contacts with artists and their representatives globally. We
intend to generate premium return to our investors by demonstrating a substantial profitablity
initiative. We have an extremely conservative approach . Our primary business model and
assets are in the Entertainment industry.
We add particular value by being able to take small and medium sized emtertainment projects on
to the world stage. Our portfolio is particularly attractive to investors with a long -term
investment horizon, both institutional and private. We also are in the unique position to take
advantage of producing concets with well-known artist. Our investment return on these “ONE
OFF” peojects are 90 to 120 days turn key. This includes contract with artist, marketing,
booking venue and completing specific event. This allows us to return investment on a quarterly
basis in this entertainment space.
As additional incentive to investors, we are well positioned and approved to exploit new
regulatory initiatives We are able to access the capital markets through boutique firms for
potential financing options under Regulation “A“approved offering. We are excited to have the
option of utilizing Crowd Funding Platforms as well. This applies to private equity investment
also.

Overview

Spotlight Capital Holdins, Inc. intends to achieve superior risk adjusted
investment returns. The target net IRR is 15% .through our one off concert events.
Hypotehically, we receive an investment of up to $ 1.0 million . Our capital is used to finance
produce and bring entertianment such as concerts, movies and network television shows to
market. We are focused on donmestic and the Asian market today. Concert events can be
completed in most cases with a $250,000 investment. We shine through our relationships in the
entertainment industry.

Our Paymaster and Accounts Receivables Methods
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STRATEGIC SUMMARY

Executive Mission
“Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. is a full service Entertainment Company that specializes in:
Entertainment consulting, artist management and development, promotions, production, and
themed events both internationally and all across the United States. Spotlight Capital Holdings,
Inc. is committed to marketing & promoting music, culture and intends explore new talent; with
special interest in the marketing and promoting of college live comedy and music events in
major UNIVERSITY VENUES, LARGE NIGHTCLUB VENUES, CASINO’S AND OTHER
MID-SIZE VENUES across the United States”.

• Designing, Developing, Implementing & Evaluating: Marketing, Promotional, Advertising,
Touring, Internet and Direct Marketing Campaigns
• Coordinating & Executing Print Advertising & Television Commercial Campaigns
• Coordinating & Executing College Radio Promotion & Direct Marketing Campaigns
• Developing Brand Awareness & Pricing Strategies
• Establishing & Maintaining Positive Media & Consumer Relations

Marketing and Sponsorship Opportunities in Today's College Market
For over three decades, advertising agencies such as IEG have been an industry leader in the
world of sponsorship, providing: insights, evaluation and guidance to companies and brands who
seek to partner with organizations and events throughout sports, arts, entertainment, and cause
Twenty years ago, you could advertise on the networks; sponsor the four big sports; get involved
with a few big-name concert tours and rest assured that your brand message was being delivered.
N ow, you have dozens of cable channels with programming that draws passionate followers, let
alone original programming that lives only on online; emerging sports and local sports
opportunities; a music landscape that is much more diverse; the impact of social media; and new
trends and passions emerging every day! In other words, the options available for an individual
to spend their free time have become essentially limitless.
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While it took years of diminished returns to realize this, consumer brands have now recognized
that simply paying for their logo to appear next to that of a professional sports team, or
purchasing advertising television or in stadium advertising during games no longer provide the
same return on investment Spotlight’s approach to sponsorship is cutting edge and efficient.
Taking the lead of college sports sponsors and advertising agencies, Spotlight feels that a
nationalized marketing approach will lead to immediate success with our tour and will begin a
brand style image that will create demand moving forward. Let’s face it, College kids love live
music and are the driving demographic among success of may up -coming comedians. We will
aggressively pursue this undeserved market, utilizing the best possible mediums available to
succeed.
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Concert Package, Venue Capacity, Revenue & Artist Availability
Projected Revenue and College Venue Capacity Numbers: These numbers are exclusive to the
South East Conference only.

1. South Carolina seating capacity- 19000
2. Georgia seating capacity- 10500
3. Vanderbilt seating capacity -14316
4. Florida seating capacity- 11548
5. Kentucky seating capacity- 23500
6. Auburn seating capacity -9121
7. Alabama seating capacity- 15383
8. LSU seating capacity-13215
9. Mississippi State seating capacity-10575
10. Olé Miss seating capacity- 8700
11. Arkansas seating capacity-19200
12 Texas A & M seating capacity - 12989
13. Tennessee seating capacity - 21678

PROJECTED GROSS REVENUE:
Total seats: 182,619 x $50.00 = $9,130.950
Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. intends to capitalize on 9 events per quarter over the next four
quarters totaling 36 separate shows. We are being conservative and anticipate generating
approximately $3,600,000 in revenue with a gross profit margin of $1,400,000.
We will begin marketing and booking acts for the August and September back to school events
over the next two months.
Note: We can provide extremely detailed financial packages on each artist and each venue. We
also provide empirical data such as revue generated from recent events attached the specific
artists, etc. Please let us know and we will be happy to provide this information immediately
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Mr. Aaron C. Johnson –President

Mr. Andre Ligon- Corporate Counsel

Mr. Juan Carlos Ibanez-Senior Technology Consultant

Senor Movie Consultants Mr. Tierre Turner & Mr. T.K. Carter
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